temperature. Near 7'~, the healing length becomes large, and the apparent porosity will be reduced. For 4He in 200-A powders below 1.6 K, the effect is negligible. But 
The magnetization yS, thus rings at the temperature-dependent frequency (y/2n)(A/y)'~' with amplitude )(~a s shown in Fig. 1 Fig. 2 by the plus symbols, for which y~/2m = 25 kHz. If~is too large the angle 0 can become too large and the response is nonlinear. We will discuss this interesting effect elsewhere; for the present results we maintained y~/2n s. zf"(T), where f"(T) is the~-independent ringing frequency. A plot of f"'(T) versus T was linear near T, although the extrapolation to zero did not give perfect agreement either with the center of the second-order specific-heat transition' in the main cell or with the center of the A -N magnetic feature. ' The data in Fig. 2 use T, from the specific-heat transition. 
